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Wind turbines’ landscape: using virtual reality for the assessment of multisensory perception in motion Jihen Jallouli CERMA ENSA Nantes



Guillaume Moreau CERMA Ecole Centrale de Nantes



Abstract Wind turbines (WT) are socially controversial because of their visual and acoustic impacts on landscape. Virtual reality (VR) is here proposed - thanks to immersion and interaction potentialities – as an immersive and multisensory approach in order to assess WT impacts. For that, a comparison between a real park and the same virtual one is needed to evaluate VR for landscape impacts restitution. The parks are evaluated using an urban path-based method (perception in motion): the real walking is simulated by a Wiimote in vitro. The results, while very similar to the in situ study show the limits of the lack of free motion. CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computing methodologies]: Computer graphics—Virtual reality; I.6.3 [Computing methodologies]: Applications—landscape planning Keywords: Landscape, Wind turbines, impacts, perception, motion



1 Introduction Landscape perception results from the ”environmentindividual” interaction [Zube 1987]; it’s a multi-sensory perception which changes depending on observer’s point of view and motion. Lately, WT are considered parts of landscape; their presence creates a visual contrast with the rural background and acoustic nuisances in the neighborhood. The impact of WT on landscape provokes local disagreement, which prompted many studies to be carried to address this issue. Most of these studies remain non-immersive and noninteractive. VR has been used in landscape and environmental planning to take advantage of the immersion and real-time interaction it offers. Studies, however, deal with uni-sensory perception (only visual) [Bishop and Miller 2007], and disregard interaction. Currently, the VR faces the challenge of being able to simulate multisensory perception in motion. This study aims to assess WT’ impacts on landscapes in a multisensory approach that brings out observers’ instant perception. It introduces the VR system as a tool to render both visual and acoustic impacts of the WT. Therefore, our proposal compares perception of real and virtual WT landscape by using an urban path-based method, which can simulate the observer’s real experience. The comparison between characterized and contextualized perception in both worlds will evaluate potentialities and limits of the VR system.



2 VR: towards an immersive and multisensory approach for WT landscape The in situ and in vitro surveys are similar; they are composed of commented country walks – inspired of the commented city walks [Thibaud 2001] – and questionnaires. The commented country walk is based on the verbalization of pedestrian’s perception: the participant, accompanied by the investigator, is required to walk along the predefined path, to observe and to describe what he feels. In the virtual world, the participant uses a Wiimote in order to move forward. The comments are video filmed and audio recorded. The recordings analysis bring out the ’instant’ perception, the participant’s behavior and the motion role in perception. After the immersive
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experiment, the user is asked to answer to the questionnaire which identifies the ’remembered’ landscape features that marked the participant in the commented walk. The 7 studied WT are installed in Plouguin (France) and surrounded by flat agricultural fields and few hamlets. 2 paths are chosen because they offer 2 different perception (path1: at the WT feet and path2 is 0.5 to 2km far from the park). The digital world was built thanks to 3D Max: in order to optimize easy real-time navigation, 2D planar vegetation was used. This option gave preference to a monoscopic projection because stereoscopy would accentuate the reading of 2D plans succession. The 3D model was then exported via a script to ARéVi [Marion et al. 1997]; The Wiimote commands a camera (the participant’s eyes) situated 1.6m high and centered on the digital road. The participant commands the Wiimote in order to move forward along a line (constant walking speed: 5km/h) and to look around (right/left). The virtual world behavior includes the moving blades and integrates the different sounds (blades noise, road traffic, birds and wind) which were recorded on site and added to corresponding objects: every sound has a sphere of acoustic influence and decreases at a certain distance. The experiment took place in an immersive room which is equipped with a screen (2.4x1.8m), 4 spatialized speakers (in the corners), a computer and 2 video projectors. The user is placed at 1.2m far from the screen which ensures a field of view of 90 horizontally and 73 vertically (1:1 scale).



3 Results 3.1 In situ 18 persons participated to the survey. The comments were classified in 2 parts: those which characterize perception (motion and visual and acoustic features) and those which contextualize it (environmental features that influence perception). Perception characterization: firstly, in path1, comments revealed that WT were seen one by one and that they activated visual and acoustic perception; while in path2, WT were seen as a group in the beginning and progressively, participants concentrated on the nearest WT (only visual perception). Secondly, visual perception of WT differed between paths: in path1, 89% participants were focalized on WT (impressive scale and moving blades) and 55% of participants gave positive WT description (modern, elegant). Inpath2, WT dominated visual perception (impressive scale (55%) and moving blades attraction (89%)). Thirdly, in path1, acoustic perception exclusively referred to WT: 77% participants classified WT noise as mechanical (airplane, washing machine); it is negatively perceived because of its cyclic repetition. While in path2, acoustic perception only referred to wind, birds and road traffic. Perception characterization: the environmental properties that influenced perception were the physical factors and the space shapes. For one, depending on the sun position and visibility, the WT were visually attractive (sunshine) or discreet (cloudy). The wind influenced acoustic perception. For another, the surrounding shapes and objects influenced path visual perception. In path1, the field of view was rather



narrow and only opened on a vertical nearby WT (feeling of overwhelmed); while in path2, the field of view was widely open with a pleasant horizontal rhythm of WT in the background (peaceful and quiet). 3.2 In vitro 27 persons participated to the survey. The comments were analysed and classified with respect to in situ results. Perception characterization: firstly, thanks to motion, different sequences were identified. In path1, participant stopped to look at each WT and wished to reach its foot. In path2, the group of WT greatly interested the participants in the beginning; then he looked rather straight ahead. Secondly, WT were visually attractive because of their impressive scale (93% in path1 versus 84% in path2) and their moving blades (28% versus 61%). The road was also of great attractiveness because of flat vegetation (path1) or straightness(path2). Thirdly, the integrated and spatialized sounds improved immersion. 86% participants identified the blades’ noise with a washing machine noise and they negatively judged its cyclic repetition. Perception contextualization: The environmental properties that influenced perception were only the space shapes but 48% of participants noticed the wind information lack: wind speed and direction/skin sensation. The space shapes influence was different from in situ results. in both paths, participants wanted to accelerate their speed in a way because of surrounding shapes: in path1, they wanted to accelerate (71%) because of the both-sided wooded roads between 2 WT (the 34m high flat vegetation accentuated road perspective); and in path2, they felt bored and wanted to accelerate (76%) because the open space does not change all along the path and the straight road perspective attracted them.



4 Comparison and Discussion The multisensory and dynamic approach of WT landscape gave rich information about landscape experience and it was rather similar in both worlds thanks to immersion and interaction potentialities. However, some differences must be discussed. Firstly, visual immersion: participants rather fixed the road perspective not only because of the flat vegetation in path1 or because of the path2 straightness but also because the screen boundaries limited the field of view (the participant must use the Wiimote to look around) (Figure 1). Furthermore, the screen proximity (1.2m) made the distance ”rotor-observer” false: at the real WT foot, when participant looks above to see the blades, this distance is more than 50m. Consequently, even with 1:1 scale, the WT is less impressive than in a real park. Secondly, acoustic immersion: the sounds improved the presence feeling and showed the interaction of visual and acoustic perception. But the wind sensation was an issue: how can we hear the wind without feeling the breeze on one’s skin? Thirdly, Wiimote interaction: the Wiimote device was easily used by participants (20-35 years old) but the direction restrictions constrained most of participants. Furthermore, the lack of physical motion and the constant speed.



Figure 1: Narrow versus extended (path1/2) field of view.



5 Conclusion The results diversity shows good potentialities of the multisensory and dynamic approach of landscape. The instant perception is rich in sensory information and takes context into account. Besides the natural posture, walking emphasizes the landscape temporal dimension which acts on visual and acoustic perception. The designed VR system rendered most of visual and acoustic impacts and therefore showed great potentialities for landscape studies. We nevertheless plan to improve the VR system by introducing natural physical motion in vitro (more free moving). [Allison et al. 2002] demonstrated that the effort of pedaling (cognitive and proprioceptive cues) coupled to visual displacement provides natural motion which is important for perception of distance. That is why we expect a better interactivity and immersion and in consequence a better impacts assessment and restitution by using an instrumented bicycle.
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Wind Turbines (Minimum Distances from Residential Premises) 

(4) If the height of the wind turbine generator isâ€”. (a) greater than 25m, but does not exceed 50m, the minimum distance requirement is 1000m;. (b) greater than ...
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Wind Turbines â€“ Components and Design Basics - CFMS 

Overview. Part I. â€¢ Product range. â€¢ Components of a wind turbine. Wind Turbines ... Highest power producing WEC worldwide: Rated power: 6.000 kW.
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landscape 

2e vidéo. 1. jeune homme/femme. 2. éclairé par son écran. 3. zoom/travelling : voit reflet dans yeux. 4. contemplation. 5. regarde film couleur. 3e vidéo. 1. couple.
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Marine current turbines 

Dec 4, 2006 - 1.3 Energy produced per year and capacity coefficient . ..... stream energy may be costly, the high energy availability if exploited will more than .... hiwaay.net/~krcool/Astro/moon/moontides/ [cited 1st December 2006]. [11] MCT ...
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Vertical landscape 

Travelling avant vers une personne, la caméra s'approche jusqu'à ne plus laisser apparaître que de la peau, du noir, laisse place à la seconde vidéo.
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The Wind Egg: Wind Egg Incubation Wind Tunnel 

tale de la soufflerie aéro-acoustique L2B de l'Institut von Karman. Le vent transportant le son d'une maman vautour a pénétré la surface de l'œuf. Le résultat.
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Laure Aubert Landscape architect 

Word, Excel, Power Point, VBA, Dreamweaver ... Design of gardens, reception of the public at the INHP Flower Show (http://expoflo.free.fr/), 2004 to 2008.
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Notice | Nelson - Turbines Pro5500 & Pro6000 Series Specifications 

Full rubber cover on pop-up models is safe and vandal resistant with standard locking screw and. Through the cap - NIR2. (nozzle insertion/ radius reduction) on ...
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The Wind Egg: Wind Tunnel World 

l'Université de Zurich, dirigé par le Prof. Florian Dombois et soutenu par la Swiss National Science. Foundation ; Clara Herrmann et l'académie Schloss Solitude ...
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SEMINOL WIND 

Se reporter impÃ©rativement Ã  la feuille de danse originale du chorÃ©graphe qui seule fait foi. ... Version Western City. Musique. Seminol Wind â€“ John ... 29 secondes + percussions + 32 temps. FAN RIGHT, OUT-OUT, IN-IN. 1 - 2. FAN : ouvrir ...
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Wind Tunnel 

with the positions of the major masses, ... weight and balance calculations to come. The initial ... major masses, both airplane components and useful load items.
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Landscape Evolution and Geoarchaeology 

Bank Transfer at: Account Holder: VOUVALIDIS KONSTANTINOS. Bank Name: PIRAEUS BANK. Address: KAPETANIDOU 3, 55236, THESSALONIKI / PANO-.
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AGR Landscape Evolution & Geoarchaeology 

Franchti Cave, Koilada Bay, Northeastern Peloponnese. Scientific leader: Dr. Panagiotis Karkanas, Geologist / Board of. Palaeoanthropology-Speleology.
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Wind Tunnel 

the next few months, we will consider all of these, but for this month we will start with cruise performance. ... wing and AR is the wing aspect ratio. Optimum Lift ...
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Wind Turbine 

Many companies through- out the world have been applying their skills and expertise to the development of renewable energy sources. The number of ...
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Wind Tunnel 

(Photo: Marostegui [CC BY-SA 3.0 ... more limited because the higher CLmax ... ultralights combine very large wings with highly cambered airfoils. Because.
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instructions - WAC Landscape Lighting 

Connect output female connector of the lead wire with the male connector of the landscape ... F. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION. Landscape 12V Outdoor Tape.
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Landscape Evolution and Geoarchaeology 

Bank Transfer at: Account Holder: VOUVALIDIS KONSTANTINOS. Bank Name: PIRAEUS BANK. Address: KAPETANIDOU 3, 55236, THESSALONIKI / PANO-.
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Landscape Evolution and Geoarchaeology 

Up to December 31, 2007: 150 â‚¬. Up to June 11, 2008: 200 â‚¬. Registration at the Conference Desk: 220 â‚¬. Students: 80 â‚¬. Registration fee includes: abstracts ...
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Landscape Evolution and Geoarchaeology 

2008, May 10: Full program of the Conference .... reconstructing the entire formational history of the ... approaches on landscape formation and transformation,.
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Wind Tunnel 

S = Wing area in square feet. P = Engine rated power in horsepower Ïƒ = Atmospheric density ratio. (1.0 at sea level). Total takeoff distance over a 50-foot.
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Mexican Wind 

Step left foot Â¼ turn left continue turn step right foot Â¼ turn left step left foot Â½ turn left (you have now completed full turn left). Full turn forward right. 10-12 Step ...
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turbines hydrauliques pompes et ventilateurs centrifuges principes ... 

Read and Download PDF Ebook turbines hydrauliques pompes et ventilateurs centrifuges principes thafaoriques dispositions pratiqu at Online Ebook Library.
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david lachapelle landscape dbid 1xyd 
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